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Abstract— Targeted drug delivery (TDD) for disease therapy
using liposomes as nanocarriers has received extensive attention
in the literature. The liposome’s ability to incorporate
capabilities such as long circulation, stimuli responsiveness and
targeting characteristics, makes it a versatile nanocarrier. Timely
drug release at the targeted site requires that trigger stimuli such
as pH, light and enzymes be uniquely overexpressed at the
targeted site. However, in some cases, the targeted sites may not
express trigger stimuli significantly, hence, achieving effective
TDD at those sites is challenging. In this paper, we present a
molecular communication-based TDD model for the delivery of
therapeutic drugs to multiple sites that may or may not express
trigger stimuli. The nanotransmitter and nanoreceiver models
for the molecular communication system are presented. Here, the
nanotransmitter and nanoreceiver are injected into the targeted
body
system's
blood
network.
The
compartmental
pharmacokinetics model is employed to model the transportation
of these therapeutic nanocarriers to the targeted sites where they
are meant to anchor before the delivery process commences. We
also provide analytical expressions for the delivered drug
concentration. The effectiveness of the proposed model is
investigated for drug delivery on tissue surfaces. Results show
that the effectiveness of the proposed molecular communicationbased TDD depends on parameters such as the total transmitter
volume capacity, the receiver radius, the diffusion characteristic
of the microenvironment of the targeted sites, and the
concentration of the enzymes associated with the
nanotransmitter and the nanoreceiver designs.
Index Terms—Molecular communication, Targeted drug
delivery, liposomes, enzymes, nanomedicine.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N recent times, there has been increasing interest in the
application of nanotechnology concepts, tools and devices
to improve existing technologies as well as introduce entirely
new technological innovations. Nanotechnology dwells on the
concept of manipulating materials at the particulate and
molecular levels of systems, and has found potential
applications in many areas. A nanotechnology application of
concern in this work is nanomedicine [1], which gears towards
improving medical and healthcare systems using nano-scale
concepts, devices, tools and techniques. Nanomedicine

exploits the unique properties of nanomaterials for
applications as diverse as targeted drug delivery (TDD),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast enhancement,
gene therapy, biomarkers and many others [2].
In recent times a branch of nanotechnology that has been
attracting lots of attention is the molecular communication
(MC) [3]. MC is a new communication paradigm that uses
biochemical signals to achieve information exchange among
naturally and artificially created bio-nano scale devices over
short distances. MC promotes the idea of systemized
cooperation among nanodevices for efficient task handling.
The emergence of MC has found potential applications in
fields that include bioengineering [4-7], nanomedicine [7-12],
and environmental safety [13]. This paper focuses on the
application of MC to the field of nanomedicine, and
specifically TDD.
TDD is an engineered approach for targeting and delivering
drugs to specific areas of the body in a controlled manner
using nanocarriers. The approach is geared towards ensuring
that therapeutic drugs are localized to a specific part of the
body without affecting other healthy parts of the body where
they will otherwise produce adverse effects. It is also aimed at
minimizing drug degradation and loss. The idea of TDD is
nowadays under intensive study as it is at the cutting edge of
modern medical therapeutics [14, 15] and has found
applications in areas such cancer therapy [16] and thrombosis
therapy [17]. The transport of drug particles in the human
body and delivery to a specific tissue or organ can be viewed
in the context of MC. In this sense, the drug particle injection
device is the transmitter, the drug particles are information
carriers, the blood vessel network is the communication
channel, and the targeted tissue, the receiver [10].
In most TDD scenarios, for specificity in targeting, the
transported drug particles or other therapeutic molecules are
encapsulated in what is termed nanocarrier. The commonly
used nanocarriers for TDD include liposome, micelle and
dendrimer [18]. These nanocarriers are engineered in such a
way that they encapsulate drug particles, which they deliver to
a specific location in the body after being injected into the
body. The TDD nanocarrier of concern in this work is the
liposome. The liposome is a biocompatible, biodegradable
nanocarrier that has extensively been studied as a promising
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drug delivery model for bioactive compounds in cancer
therapy [19-21]. The ability of liposome to incorporate
capabilities such as long circulation, internal/external stimuli
responsiveness and targeting characteristics, makes it a
versatile nanocarrier. The long circulation property is due to
the possibility of incorporating hydrophilic polymers such as
poly-(ethylene glycol) (PEG) into its membrane, which gives
it a stealthy characteristic. However, to be able to release
encapsulated drug at the targeted site and given time instant,
the liposome will also incorporate degradable polymers,
which on the action of certain stimuli, degrade and cause the
release of the encapsulated drug. Such stimuli include pH,
temperature, light, ultrasound, magnetic fields and enzymes
[22]. With the stimuli-responsive capability, it is possible to
design liposomes that deliver drugs to specific sites where the
trigger stimulus is present or overexpressed. Such approach
has been a subject of intensive research in cancer therapy
where liposomal content release is triggered by a conducive
pH at the tumor site [23], and enzymes such as matrix
metalloproteinases (MMP) that are overexpressed at tumor
sites [24]. In an effort to further improve drug release
performances, novel multi-stimuli responsive polymeric
nanoparticles that respond to a combination of two or more
signals have been proposed in [25].
Ideally, before the liposome can release its content, it needs
to specifically target and position itself on the target site. This
task is achieved by incorporating target ligands that can bind
to specific receptor located at the targeted site, with high
affinity [26].
A. Problem Definition
To provide a clear statement as to the issues this paper
addresses, we shall discuss an illustrative application scenario.
Let Fig. 1 depict a scenario where more than one tissue is to
be administered with drugs using targeted delivery approach.
In this illustration, we arbitrarily consider three different
tissue sites A, B, and C for targeting. To use conventional
triggered liposome-based targeted drug delivery approach [27,
28] will require that the drug-carrying liposome anchors and
releases the drugs at each of the sites. This is an effective
approach if all the sites overexpress enzymes that can act as
stimuli for the release of the drugs encapsulated by the
liposome. However, this is not often the case as some stimuli
enzymes may be overexpressed at both the targeted and nontargeted sites in the body. In fact, the main disadvantage of
enzyme-triggered release is that no enzyme is solely expressed
in the targeted region; as such non-specific release occurs
throughout the body [29]. More also, in some cases, the
trigger stimuli may not be significantly expressed at the
targeted site. This is often the case when a disease is at its
early stage or with improved survival. For instance, such
situation arise in the use of MMP as a responsive release
stimuli in tumor therapy, where the level of MMP expression
depends on the state or survival level of the tumor [30]. In
these circumstances, the conventional triggered liposome-

based targeted drug delivery approach fails. This work
addresses this challenge.

Fig. 1. Illustration of multiple sites targeted for drug delivery scenario.

Let us reasonably assume that all three sites express surface
receptors for targeting. Such is the scenario in cancer cells
where folate receptors are commonly overexpressed in many
human cancers [31]. We also assume that the targeted sites
express different or no stimuli for triggered content release.
The membrane of the drug-carrying vessel must be coated
with target ligands for binding to the surface receptors. Hence,
the liposomes can anchor at the different target sites, but
content-release cannot be achieved at sites where stimuli
enzymes are not significantly expressed. The issue now is how
to ensure that nanocarriers that anchor at the sites release
drugs even if the sites express no release stimuli. This is the
circumstance and challenge that this paper focuses on.
In this paper, we specifically address the following
challenge. How do we model a liposome-based drug delivery
system that can simultaneously deliver therapeutic drugs to
different targeted sites where some or all the sites do not
significantly express stimuli-enzymes for triggered drug
release? We address this challenge by looking to MC for
inspiration. We present MC-based system model for achieving
TDD at multiple target sites in which stimuli for triggeredrelease are not significantly expressed. We model a molecular
transmitter that emits drug molecules in response to the
presence of a specific trigger molecule that is uniformly
introduced at all targeted sites. This transmitter consists of
drug carrying enzyme-triggered liposomes encased in a lipid
membrane structure. Ordinarily, the transmitter can
encapsulate active drugs that will be directly released at the
targeted sites upon being externally triggered. However, there
is the possibility that the transmitter may encounter
catastrophic failure in the blood network before getting to the
targeted site, thereby releasing active drugs that undesirably
intoxicate the system. Hence, to ensure that only potent drugs
are delivered to the targeted sites, the transmitter model is
such that the liposome-encapsulated drugs are inactive in the
form of prodrugs. In this case, even if the transmitter
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encounters catastrophic failure en route to the targeted sites,
only inactive drugs will be deposited at non-targeted sites. The
inactive drug molecules released by the nanotransmitter are
then activated by a complementary nanoreceiver. Such
approach is presented in [11] within the context of MC. In this
paper, following [11] we model the receiver as consisting of
enzymes that activate the released prodrugs (inactive drugs).
But in contrast to the model in [11], the receiver is also
fettered with specific ligands for high affinity binding to
receptors at the targeted sites. The transport of the transmitters
and receivers to the targeted site is modeled as a
pharmacokinetic process that is based on the multicompartment model [32]. The performance evaluation of the
proposed MC-based TDD system for multiple site application
is analysed in terms of the nanotransmitter and nanoreceiver
parameters. For the rest of this work except otherwise stated,
the term nanocarrier is used to imply either the
nanotransmitter or the nanoreceiver. The term nanoparticle is
used henceforth to imply all molecules/ particles of nano scale
size, which includes the nanocarriers. The terms prodrug is
used interchangeably with inactive drug.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The review
of related works in MC and liposome-based TDD is presented
in Section II. The proposed system model is presented in
Section III. In Section IV, the pharmacokinetics and targeting
models for the transportation of the nanoparticles to the
targeted sites are presented. The drug release and emission
characteristics at the targeted sites are modeled in Section V.
In Section VI, the drug reception model is presented. The
sequence and timing optimization of the nanoparticles'
injection into the body system is discussed VII. Finally,
simulation results and discussion are presented in Section
VIII.
II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS IN MC AND LIPOSOMEBASED TDD
In [33], a review of the state of the art in MC is presented
with emphasis on the opportunities and challenges in MC
research. In [34], some first insights about security and
privacy aspects of MC systems is presented by highlighting
the open issues, challenges and some specific directions of
potential solutions. A bio-inspired layered architecture of MC
system that follows the traditional layered architecture of
contemporary electronic communication, and a discussion on
research issues in MC are presented in [35]. In [36], a review
of the application of MC to healthcare delivery can be found.
By using system-theoretic representation, MC propagation
models that include the influence of surface receptors and
enzymes are presented in [37].
Contemporary works that present the concept of drug
delivery in the context of MC can be found in [10, 11, 38-40].
In [10], an MC-based drug propagation network model that is
built upon the solution to Navier-Stokes equation is presented.
This model uses transmission line theory and the concept of

harmonic transfer matrix developed in [41] to model the
branches of a typical blood vessel network. The analysis of
the noise and capacity of the model in [10] is presented in
[42]. A model for diffusion-controlled MC that is applied to
targeted drug delivery where inactive drug particles are
transmitted and received/processed by mean of enzymecatalyzed is presented. An enzyme-catalysis model for the
MC-based TDD architecture is presented in [11]. This model
also derived analytical expressions for information transfer for
accessing the influence of some basic nanocarrier design
parameters on the TDD system performance. In [39], within
the context of MC, a bottom-up approach of modelling the
propagation of antibodies for the purpose of antibodymediated drug delivery (ADD) is presented. The essence of
the ADD system is to use artificial molecules that are
constructed from biological materials to build and engineer
drug delivery systems [43]. In [40], through MC paradigm a
pharmacokinetic model for modelling and estimating the
biodistribution of drug-loaded particles in presented. This
model also employed the harmonic transfer matrix to propose
the application of the MC abstraction to model drug
pharmacokinetics, biodistribution estimation and optimization
of the drug injection rate in TDD. Based on MC paradigm, a
transmission rate control problem is formulated in [44], which
finds application in reducing rate loss in drug delivery
application. In [45], a TCP-like communication protocol for
MC is presented, which finds application in drug delivery. In
[46], the concept of congestion in diffusion-based MC for
drug delivery application is introduced. And a model for
illustrating and analysing the dynamical behaviour of the
congestion phenomenon is also proposed in [46].
In the context of liposome-based TDD, most contemporary
works present and discuss the idea outside the perspective of
MC. Nevertheless, we review some existing literatures in the
open domain that is closely related and support the ideas in
this present work with respect to liposome-based TDD. In
[47], different types of liposome-based nanocapsules are
developed for addressing the stability concern of nanocarriers.
Typically, for a liposome to actively release its content, it
must be triggered by stimuli that degrade its membrane.
Commonly explored stimuli include pH, temperature,
magnetic, light, acoustic, and enzymes [27, 48]. This present
work focuses on the use of enzymes to trigger release of
liposome content. This mode of release basically takes
advantage of the altered expression profile of specific
enzymes observed in pathological conditions, such as cancer
or inflammation [48]. A review of recent works in enzymetriggered liposome for TDD can be found in [49, 50]. Popular
enzymes for triggered release include MMPs, which are
significantly expressed in tumors [51, 52], and have found
application in cancer therapy [24, 53]. The general literature
on liposome-based TDD assumes the overexpression of
enzymes such as MMPs for triggered release. However, it has
been shown in [54] that the expression level of MMP-9
depends on the stage of the cancer, which positively correlates
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with tumor metastasis and depth of tumor invasion; and the
aggressive behavior and progression of cancer. MMP
expression has been reported to be low or undetectable in
most benign elements but is substantially increased in a
majority of human malignancies [55-57]. And in [53] it was
demonstrated that cancer cells, which secrete low levels of
MMP-9 failed to release significant amount of the liposomal
contents.
III. PROPOSED TDD SYSTEM MODEL FOR MULTISITE
DELIVERY
A. Proposed System Model
The block diagram of the proposed TDD model for multiple
site targeting is shown in Fig. 2. Here, specific nanoparticles
are injected into the cardiovascular system represented by the
body or blood channel block. These nanoparticles include
liposome-based nanocarriers acting as the nanotransmitter
(Nano-T), the nanoreceiver (Nano-R) for activating the
released liposome drug content, and trigger molecules for
activating the drug delivery system. The architecture and
release mechanism of the proposed Nano-T and the model of
the Nano-R will be presented shortly. On injection, these
nanoparticles whose concentration is represented by I(t)
propagate through the blood vessel network in the presence of
noise, and enter the targeted region through the extracellular
matrix (ECM). The particles exit the blood vessel through the
endothelia gaps on the surface of the vessel called fenestrae.
The level of permeability increases with the level of
fenestrations. The fenestrae are typically modeled as narrow
pores perpendicular to the vessel wall. Fenestration diameter
of 60 nm is typical for normal vessels and 240 -400 nm for
tumor vessels [58, 59].
In this model, for effectiveness, the Nano-T and Nano-R
are first injected into the system for reasons that will be
discussed in Section VII. On reaching any of the targeted
sites, the Nano-T and Nano-R anchor at the sites by binding to
the cells’ receptors with the complementary ligands fettered to
their surfaces. The total number of the nanocarriers that
anchors at each of the sites is denoted by an(t), n = 2, 3,.., N,
where N is a real number and N-1 is the total number of the
targeted sites. The pharmacokinetics model for determining
an(t) is presented in Section IV.
With the Nano-Ts and Nano-Rs at the target sites, a certain
concentration of trigger molecule is injected into the system to
prompt the start of the drug delivery process. The trigger
molecules traverse through the blood vessel and into the
targeted areas, where they bind to certain receptors on the
surface of the Nano-T to activate the prodrug release process.
The released prodrug concentration gn(t, r0), n = 2, 3,.., N,
which is the molecular flux out of the Nano-T surface in site
n, is defined at a reference position r0 and time t. The released
prodrug molecules diffuse to the Nano-R space, where they
are activated by the immobilized enzymes on the surface of
the Nano-R. We designate the output of the tissue channel as

ψn(t), n = 2, 3,.., N, and the concentration of the drugs
delivered to the sites as yT,n(t), n = 2, 3,..,N.
B. Proposed Nanotransmitter Model
The proposed MC transmitter architecture is shown in Fig.
3 and 4. It essentially composes of a lipid membrane. The
membrane of this structure is equipped with synthetic
nanopores [60-62] through which entrapped molecules can
leave its interior, and receptor proteins for triggering the
transmission mechanism. The receptors serve as the input
molecular antenna, while the nanopores are the output
molecular antenna through which prodrug molecules transude
into the propagation microenvironment. To enable the
capability of the transmitter to target and anchor at each of the
tissue sites, the membrane is also grafted with specific ligands
mounted on the tip of PEG linked to the membrane, which
binds to complimentary receptors at each of the targeted
tissues. These target ligands are assumed unique to receptors
found at each tissue site. Examples of popular ligands for
targeting include sugar, folic acid, peptide and antibody [63].
And some corresponding complementary receptors include
folate, peptide and cell surface antigen. These receptors are

Fig. 2. Scheme of the bio-inspired MC system model for TDD.

intrinsically expressed profusely in different states of a
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disease. For instance, the folate receptor is an attractive target
for selective tumour delivery of liposomal doxorubicin
because it is abundantly expressed in a large percentage of
tumour cells.
Inside the transmitter are liposomes that encapsulate the
prodrug molecules. The liposomes are coated with poly-amino
acid (PAA) that can be degraded by the hydrolysis action of a
liposomal protease (LP). When LP cleaves the PAA, the PAA
coatings on the liposome are degraded thereby causing the
release of the entrapped prodrug molecules, which
subsequently diffuse into the micro-environment (tissue
channel) through the nanopores. To ensure that the LP does
not cleave the PAA coating before the start of transmission,
they have to exist as zymogens right before they are activated.
The LPs are typically activated by being cleaved by
proteolytic enzymes E, which are associated with the
intracellular (inside the transmitter) section of the transmitter
surface receptors. Also, to avoid the escape of the LPs through
the nanopores before activation, size-exclusion biomolecules
separation concept is employed. This implies that the size of
the protease should be larger than that of the pores'. The
nanopores size-exclusion capability has been considered in
[70] as a support for kidney cells, and as a blood filter that
retains serum proteins while allowing smaller waste
substances out.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of (a) the molecular transmitter (b) top view
of the transmitter. This diagram is best viewed in color.

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the PAA coated liposome encapsulating
drug molecules. This diagram is best viewed in color.

The reaction kinetics of the transmission steps are
summarized as follows. The ligand-receptor binding reaction
kinetics that triggers the transmission operation can be
modeled as
kk1

LR



RL

(1)

kk 1

where L is the trigger molecule, R is the surface receptor, RL
is the receptor-trigger molecule complex and, kk1 and kk-1 are
positive rate constants. The ensuing receptor-ligand complexinitiated protease activation kinetics is given by
1

2

RL  E  RLE  RL  E 
1

(2)

2

PI  E   PI E   PA  E 
(3)
where E is the inactive intracellular enzyme associated with
the surface receptor R, E* is the active version of E, PI is the
inactive liposomal protease, PIE* is the enzyme-protease
complex and PA is the active protease. The terms α1, αα1, α2
and αα2 are positive rate constants.
In the presence of PA, the cleaving of the r PAA coatings Z
can be modeled as
PA  Z

1

 PA Z
 1

2

 PA  I M

(4)

where PAZ is the protease-PAA complex, IM is the cleaved
PAA molecules. The terms β1, β-1 and β2 are positive rate
constants. When a certain concentration of the PAA is
cleaved, the liposome stability is compromised, and the drug
particles are released.
Let us denote the released drug particle as G. These
particles diffuse into the tissue medium through the
nanopores. Hence, the emission characteristics of the Nano-T
can be expressed as a function of the transmitted molecule
size rM, the nanopores size rN, the distribution fN of the
nanopores over transmitter surface ∂Ω , and the ratio of the
nanopores footprint to ∂Ω. Technically, the parameters rM , rN,
fN and ∂Ω define the possibility of a diffusing molecules at an
arbitrary time t being reflected back at some boundary points
at the transmitter surface. In reference to Fig. 2, following
[Equation (1), 77], and for a specific trigger input signal T(t),
we can therefore express the emitted concentration of G,
g(t0,r0) as
,rM ,rN , f N ,
T (t ) 


 g n (t , r0 )
(5)
where t0 and r0 are reference time and position, respectively.
The term  is defined by the activities in (1)-(4).
Implementation Issues: Some existing techniques that can be
employed to synthesize this type of nanotransmitter are
presented in [60, 62, 64-67]. Interestingly, nanoporous
membranes with well-controlled pore size, porosity and
membrane thickness offer an attractive route for making
capsules that may be used to provide controlled release of
pharmacologic agents [68]. Nanoporous inorganic membranes
have been tested for sustained release of ophthalmic drugs to
treat conditions related to the eye [69]. When coupled to bio-
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sensors, smart drug delivery systems that respond to
physiological conditions could be developed.
As was earlier mentioned, the liposomes of interest in this
work are those whose release is triggered by the cleaving of
their PEGylated coatings. It is required that just like the
protease the sizes of these liposomes must be larger than the
nanopores’ to prevent them from escaping through the
nanopores before transmission is initiated. For the preparation
methods for such liposome, the reader shall refer to [71-76]
and the references therein for detailed information. For the
rest of this work, it is assumed that the molecules that diffuse
across the Nano-T membrane have negligible effect on the
processes that go on inside the transmitter.

Enzyme

Target ligands

(a)
Prodrug

C. Proposed Nanoreceiver Model
The architecture of the Nano-R is shown in Fig. 5(a). It
primarily composes of lipopeptide membrane covered with
enzymes and some target-ligands for targeting. Typically, the
emitted prodrug particle G diffuses through the tissue channel
to Nano-R and binds to enzymes resulting in their
transformation to an active state as shown in Fig. 5(b). For a
given concentration of the emitted inactive drug molecules
g(t,r0), we can therefore express the concentration of the
inactive drug molecules received within a conceptual
reception space [78] around the Nano-R as
,r ,rR
g n (t , r0 ) D

 n (t )
(6)
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the diffusion channel, r
is the transmit-receive distance, and rR is the receiver radius.
As the active drug molecules are formed by the enzymatic
reaction between the surface enzymes and the prodrug
molecules, they diffuse across the targeted tissue(s). Hence,
we can express the delivered concentration of the active drug
molecules as
0 ,
 n (t ) q
 yTn (t )

(7)

where q0 is the concentration of the surface enzymes and  is
the vector of the reaction constants involved in the enzymatic
reaction. The drug activation kinetic can be expressed as

G  ER

1

 YI ER
 1

2

 ER  YA

(8)

where ER is the receiver surface enzyme, YIER is the complex
formed by G and ER, and YA is the active drug. The terms 1 ,

 1 ,  2   are rate constants.

Nano-T

Active drug
Nano-R
(b)

Fig. 5. (a) A schematic diagram of the Nano-R (b) An illustration of the
proposed molecular communication system for TDD. This diagram is best
viewed in color.

IV. PHARMACOKINETIC AND TARGETING MODELS
In this section, we present the pharmacokinetic model of the
course of the nanoparticles from the point of injection to their
location at the targeted sites. We also present the model for
the anchoring of the nanocarriers on the tissue surface.
A. Pharmacokinetic Model
We employ the compartment model to delineate the number
of the nanoparticles that are eventually resident at the targeted
sites after being injected. A schematic overview of the
compartment model is depicted in Fig. 6. In employing this
model the following assumptions are made. 1) The rate of
nanoparticles movement between compartments obeys a firstorder reaction law, which is biophysically supported for a
number of natural phenomena such as diffusion 2) The system
is a well-mixed one. This entails the instant homogeneous
distribution of nanoparticles within the compartments. 3) The
nanocarriers do not undergo chemical reactions on their
course to the targeted sites. 4) The volumes of the
compartments do not vary with time. 5) The drug is
completely eliminated from the body through the blood
compartment.
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B. Nanocarriers' Anchoring at Targeted Sites
Where the nanoparticles that enter the targeted region are
the nanocarriers, they bind to the targeted cells’ surface
receptors in a random manner by mean of high affinity ligandreceptor binding activities as shown in Fig.7. Typically, the
surface receptors like the folate receptors are clustered on the
cell surface [80]. Hence, assuming the same cell size and type,
the number of clusters nClu on a cell surface multiplied by the
number of cells nCell in a targeted site determines the number
of anchorable points for the nanocarriers.

Fig. 6. Mammillary multi-compartment model architecture.

Let the volumes of the compartments be Vn, n = 1,2,…,N.
The concentration of the nanoparticles in each compartment is
given by the ratio of the number of nanoparticles an to Vn. The
central compartment is the blood system with number of
nanoparticles designated by a1(t). The function aEL(t) is the
number of eliminated nanoparticles over time as a function of
the elimination rate k10. This number includes those that
undergo phagocytosis. The parameters k1n and kn1 are firstorder rate constant in or out of the compartments,
respectively. These rate constants are typically dependent on
the concentration difference between the compartments, the
size of the fenestra, and the properties of the diffusing
molecules [79]. The nanoparticles that enter the compartments
after the bolus injection Dz at time tD ≤ t can be obtained by
solving the rate equations

d t a1 (t )  (k12 a1 (t )  k 21 a2 (t ))  (k1n a1 (t ).....
....... k n1 an (t ))  k10a1 (t )
d t a2  k12 a1  k21 a2
.
.
.
d t an  k1n a1  k n1 an

(9)

with the initial conditions a1(0) = I(tD), a2(0) =…..= an(0) = 0,
where d t  d / dt and I(tD) = Dzδ(t).
Typically, nanoparticles’ movement in and out of the
compartments is through Brownian motion. Hence, the
number of the nanoparticles in the compartments can be
expressed as [42]
an (t ) ~ Pois ( (t ))
(10)
where Pois(.) is the non-homogeneous Poisson process with
rate  (t ) . The solution to (9) can be obtained using numerical
approach.

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of nanocarrier anchoring at targeted site.

As the nanocarrier's surface and that of the targeted cell
approach each other, the overall free energy of the system
starts decreasing, and reaches a minimum at certain critical
distance at which a bond is formed [81].
Implementation Issues: It was shown in [82] that the number
of bonds that can be formed depends on the number of ligands
on the nanocarrier’s surface, the length of the tether, size of
the nanocarrier, and receptor density on the surface of the
targeted cells. The size of the nanocarrier and the length of the
tether define the maximum area a nanocarrier can cover on the
surface of the cell, which is termed area of influence (AOI)
[81]. Hence, depending on the number and distribution of the
receptors, one could design the nanocarrier to have optimum
size, tether length and number of ligands to allow the carrier
to form sufficient bonds with the receptors. Let nL be the total
number of ligands on a nanocarrier, and nR the number of
receptors in a cluster. It is then desirable that nL/nR is greater
than unity to increase the chances of optimum ligand-receptor
binding.
Let us assume that the size of nanocarrier and the length of
the tether are chosen to obtain the optimum AOI, and that
nL/nR is greater than unity. If we also assume that the optimal
design is for the nanocarriers to anchor on one cluster, then
the total number of nanocarriers Aanc that can anchor at a
targeted site is
Aanc = nClu × nCell
(11)
where nCell is the number of cells that makes up a targeted site,
and nClu is the number of clusters per cell.
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Recall from (5) that the emission characteristics of the
Nano-T is defined by rM, rN, fN, ∂Ω, and  . Let us first
consider the influence of  , which is related to the release
mechanism of the liposomes inside the Nano-T, and defined
by the activities in (1)-(4). After that, we shall present the
emission model for the Nano-T taking into account rM, rN, fN
and ∂Ω.

0.6

(12)
v(t )  0(1  e  t )
where  is the release rate equivalent to the first-order rate
constant, and  0 is the cumulative concentration of the
released drug molecules. Since we are interested in the
specific concentration released at a given time instant, we can
express this concentration as the density function given by

w(t )  dt 0(1  e

 t

)

(13)

T



where  0 w(t )dt , and T is the duration of the release.
0

By using the data in [52, Table 2] plotted in Fig. 8, we obtain
the expression for  , thus

  0.3643 pa  0.1118

(14)
where pa is the concentration of the active protease. For pa =
1, 1.5, 2 μM, the released molecular signal is shown in Fig. 9.
It can be seen that the higher pa is the faster the drug release.
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A. Release Mechanism
When the nanocarriers have anchored at the targeted sites, a
trigger molecule of concentration I(t) is injected into the body
system, where they follow the same pharmacokinetic process
as the nanocarriers to arrive at the targeted sites. We shall
assume that on arriving at the sites, they are uniformly
distributed across it. These trigger molecules bind to the
molecules on the surface of the Nano-Ts and initiate the
execution of the biochemical algorithm defined by (1)-(4).
When a certain concentration of the PAA is cleaved through
the biochemical activities in (1)-(4), the liposome stability is
compromised, and the content release mechanism commences.
Typically, the membrane stability is compromised by the
cleaving of the linkers, which renders the headgroup less
hydrophilic. As a result, the hitherto lamellar-alpha phase of
the membrane lipids goes into the hexagonal II inverted phase,
thereby releasing its contents [83]. The hexagonal II inverted
phase is one of the polymorphism phases of lipid molecules in
which they pack inversely to the packing observed in the
orientation that allows the packing arrangement to
encapsulated drug molecules.
The released prodrugs as a function of time can be
expressed as [84]

 (min-1)

V. PRODRUG RELEASE AND EMISSION CHARACTERISTIC
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Fig. 9. Drug released by liposome as a function of release stimuli
concentration.

B. Emission Model
While the release of the drugs from a liposome inside the
Nano-T is defined by (13), the diffusion gradient-aided
emission of the drug molecules is defined by rM, rN, fN, and
∂Ω. Earlier, we stated that the parameters rM, rN, fN and ∂Ω
define the possibility of a diffusing molecules at an arbitrary
time t being reflected back at some boundary points at the
transmitter surface. Let us first assume that the drug releasing
liposomes are not enclosed so that the influences of rM , rN, fN
and ∂Ω are neglected. If gI(t,r) represents the concentration of
the released prodrug at a reference surface that denotes an
imaginary ∂Ω depicted in Fig.10, then at time t and reference
position r0 , the rate of change of gI can be expressed as

dt g I (t , r0 )  w(t )  Dd r0 r0 g I (t , r0 ) ; r  r0 , 0  t  

(15)

where, d r0r0  d 2 / dr0 ,and
2

d 2 / r0 2 






1 
1
1
d r 2d 
d sin d  
d2  .
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contents at approximately the same time, then
K L 1

g n (t , r0 ) 

 (4D(t  l ))
hl , k

k 1 l  0

Fig. 10. Illustration of drug molecules emission observed at an imaginary
surface ∂Ω.

Let us consider the scenario where the propagation medium
is homogeneous so that D is independent of (r ,  ,  ) . A
solution to (15) can be obtained by modelling the source term
w(t) as a temporal distribution of released drug molecules
such that
L 1

w(t )  w(l ) 

 h  (t  l )

(16)

l

i 0

where hl are the discretized concentrations at progressive steps
l as is illustrated in Fig.11.
With (16) we can treat each sample of w(l) as an
impulsive release hl (t  l ) . Hence, we can modify (15) to
become
0.35
0.3
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Fig. 11. Discretised release at progressive steps

l .

(17)

g I (t ,0)  0
By solving (17) for each hl (t  l ) and vectorially sum up
the results, the concentration of the released drug molecules
due to instantaneous loadings at t  l can be expressed as
L 1

g I (t , r0 ) 

 (4D(t  l ))
l 0

hl

3/ 2

e

 ( r0 ) 2
4 D (t  l )

(18)

where L is the number of samples considered.
Let us consider the case where there are K similar
liposomes inside a given Nano-T with each encapsulating the
same concentration of drug molecules. For K Liposomes that
is randomly distributed inside the Nano-T, if they release their

(19)



K BT

Pd  nN ,  , f N 
(20)
6rM 
N

1
Pd nN   1
N (μ, σ2)
(21)
nN
where nN is the number of the pores of equal dimensions, μ
denotes the mean of the distribution, and σ2 is the variance. As
K BT
nN tends to infinity, Deff 
[86], where KB is the
6rM
Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature of the
system, η is the viscosity of the diffusion medium and rM is
the radius of the spherically-shaped diffusing particle.
Therefore, the expression (19) for the emitted drug
concentration that take into account the effects of rN, fN and
∂Ω, can then be written as
Deff 

g n (t , r0 ) 

g I (0, r0 )  hl (t  l )

e

where rk, k = 1, 2,..K is a randomly distributed variable, and
hl,k is the hl for the kth liposome. The expression in (19) is the
total flux out of the imaginary surface ∂Ω with respect to a
given targeted site n.
Now, having obtain the expression for the emitted drug
concentration without considering the effects of rM , rN, fN and
∂Ω, we shall proceed to add the influence of these parameters
to (19) as is illustrated in Fig. 12. It is important that rM << rN
for the molecules to be able to diffuse easily through the
pores. The expression for the diffusion coefficient that
accounts for the ratio of the nanopore radius to that of
diffusing molecules can be found in [85]. In this present work,
we consider the case where rM << rN. Hence, we can relate the
possibility of a diffusing molecule at an arbitrary time t being
reflected back at some boundary points at the transmitter
surface to the diffusion coefficient. Let Pd be the probability
that a diffusing molecule at an arbitrary time t is reflected
back. Thus

K L 1

d t g I (t , r0 )  Dd r0 r0 g I (t , r0 )

3/ 2

 ( r0  rk ) 2
4 D (t  l )

 (4D
k 1 l  0

eff

hl , k
(t  l )) 3 / 2

e

 ( r0  rk ) 2
4 Deff (t  l )

(22)

For zero-mean unit variance, the effect of variation in nN
and invariably ∂Ω/∂N is illustrated in Fig. 13 for α0 = 10, r0 =1,
σ2 = 4, l = 1001, and Δτ =0.1. It can be observed that Deff
produces a more noisy version of gn(t, r0) as nN value reduces.
This noise can be regarded as a fluctuation in the
concentration of the information molecules. Since it is this
concentration that is detected by the receiver receptors
(surface enzymes), implicitly, the random fluctuation (noise)
in the information molecule concentration may result in
deviations in the number of bound receptors/enzymes from the
mean behavior predicted by deterministic models [87]. Hence,
the lesser nN is the more the effect of molecule random
fluctuation is felt, and the more the deterministic model
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assumption pursued in this work is violated. Note that if rM is
comparable to rN, then the model will have to include the
Knudsen diffusion [88] phenomenon.

K L 1

g R (t , r ) 

 4 (r  r )r 4D
k 1 l  0

hl , k

k

ass

eff



(t  l ) 1 / 2

  (r  (r  r )) 2 
 (r  (r  r )  2r ) 2 
 
ass
k
k
R


 exp   ass
exp  



4
D
(
t

l


)
4
D
(
t

l


)
eff
eff
 



(24)
where rass is the radius of the reception space taken from the
center of the spherical receiver. Hence, the concentration that
is received in the reception space for rass  rR can be obtained
thus

 n (t , r , rR )  4rR2 Deff d r g R (t , r )
Fig. 12. Molecule emission through nanopores on the Nano-T membrane.

n = 1000
N

gn( t,r0 )

 n (t , r , rR ) 

n = 100

2.5

N

2
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K L 1


k 1 l  0

N

(25)

The derivative in (25) can easily be obtained by
differentiating the expression term-by-term. Hence,

3.5
3

rass  rR

( r  ( r  rk )) 2
 R
4 D (t  l )
2
Deff hl , k (rR (r  rk )  rR )e eff
2 1 / 2 ( Deff (t  l )) 3 / 2 (r  rk )

(26)
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Fig. 13. Variation of gn(t, r0) with nN.

VI. DRUG RECEPTION MODEL AT THE RECEIVER-END
A. Emitted Drug Concentration Received in the Nano-R
Reception Space
Let the Nano-R be located at a position r. The expression in
(22) defines the input to the propagation channel, which is
observed at a reference position r0 = rR. The expression for the
concentration of the emitted drug molecules observed at a
space around the receiver as shown in Fig.14 can be obtained
by considering a radial solution to (17). The emitted drug is
the concentration of the liposome-released drug observed at
the immediate vicinity of the Nano-T membrane. To obtain
the radial solution, let us assume that the distance between the
Nano-T and the Nano-R is large enough so that we can
consider the diffusing information molecules from the
transmitter as being equally distributed around the Nano-R at
time t. With this assumption, we can express the initial
condition for (17) as the radial source
h  (t  l )
g R (0, r )  l
(23)
4r 2
g R (t ,0)  0
where r is the distance from the Nano-T to the center of NanoR.
Following [89], the solution to (17) for the initial conditions
(23), which accounts for the concept of the reception space, is
expressed as contributions from each released hl,k , thus

Fig. 14. An illustration of the reception space concept.

B. Activation of Received Inactive Drug Molecules
The molecular signal  n (t , r , rR ) is the concentration of the
inactive drug that is available for activation by the
immobilized enzymes on the surface of the Nano-R. By
considering (8), we can model the activation of the prodrug
molecules at the receiver by the following enzyme kinetics

dt n (t , r, rR )  1 n (t , r, rR )q0  1 n (t , r , rR )c(t , r )  1c(t , r )
(27)
dt c(t , r )  1 n (t , r , rR )q0  1 n (t , r , rR )c(t , r )
  1c(t , r )   2c(t , r )

dt y A (t , r )  2c(t , r )

(28)
(29)

where c(t,r) is the concentration of the prodrug-enzyme
complex YIER, q0 is the initial concentration of the enzyme ER
on the surface of the Nano-R, and yA(t,r) is the concentration
of the active drug molecules YA.
The rate of formation of YA, is proportional to the rate at
which YI and ER encounter themselves, as well as the rate at
which the encounter is broken. The rate of encounter is in
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itself proportional to the joint probability of finding YI and ER
in the reception space at a given time. The rate at which the
encounter is broken depends on the affinity constant  a of the
binding [90], which can be calculated as  a  1 /  1 . A high
 a implies that the received molecules stay long in the
bonding; hence, more molecules may have diffused away
within the bonding time tbond and not get the opportunity to
bond with the receptors. Recall, that we have assumed in the
derivation of (26) that rass  rR , hence, the reception space x
= (rass+ - rR) is very small. Let us expresses td as the observed
time that a molecule of YI spends inside x, and
tbond  t1 / 2  0.693 /  1 [90]. Then considering the scenario
where tbond ≤ td, we can write that

 1  1.386Dx 2

(30)

This implies that the larger the value of reception space x,
the higher the probability that many molecules may have
diffused away from the space without getting the opportunity
to bond with the receptors. In this case, a more accurate model
must include the probability of escape from the space as a
function of time. On the other hand, the smaller the value of
reception space x, the lower the probability that some
molecules may have diffused away from the space without
getting the opportunity to bond with the receptors. In this case,
a deterministic model can be pursued. In this case, the rate of
complex formation will only depend on the concentration of
surface enzymes q(t) and YI at each point in time.

respect of TDD. The term distributed is used to imply that the
input and output terminals are spatially displaced and do not
cooperate with one another, which is the scenario in this case.
We consider a two dimensional scenario where the targeted
tissue can be approximately represented by a rectangular
shape structure, with many nanoparticles anchoring on it. An
illustration of this model is shown in Fig. 15, where Txi, and
Rxj, i,j =1,2… are the Nano-Ts and Nano-Rs, respectively, and
gij is the impulse response of each transmit-receive link.
Let the anchor position of a nanocarrier be designated by
the coordinate ( xi , j ) . And let the anchor positions of the
Nano-Ts
and
Nano-Rs
be
designated
as,
( xi,T , j ,T )  ( xi , j ) and ( xi, R , j , R )  ( xi , j ) . The transmitreceive distance between a Nano-T and a Nano-R can be
expressed as

  ( xi, R  xi,T )2  ( j , R   j ,T )2 ;   1,2,..,M T  M R
(32)
where MT and MR are the numbers of the Nano-T and Nano-R
that anchor on a tissue.

Assuming that ψn(t,r,rR) >> q(t), it can easily be shown that

y A (t , r , rR ) 


 2 q0 n (t , r , rR )t
 n (t , r , rR )   M

e [1{ n (t , r , rR ,t )  M }]t  log(1q0 n (t , r , rR ,t ))
(1{ n (t , r , rR )   M })2

which is further reduced to

y A (t , r , rR ) 


 2 q0 n (t , r , rR )t
 n (t , r , rR )   M

q0 n (t , r , rR , t )e [1{ n (t , r , rR ,t )  M }]t

(31)

1{ n (t , r , rR )   M }2

where  M  ( 1   2 ) / 1 is the Michaelis-Menten constant.
The proof of (31) is given in the Appendix.
C. Multiple-input Multiple-output Model of the Total
Activated Drug Concentration at the Targeted Sites
In (31) the concentration of the activated drug with respect
to one Nano-T and Nano-R configuration is given. However,
since the number of communicating Nano-Ts and Nano-Rs in
a site will likely be more than one, we need to develop the
model for the multiple communicating nanodevices. In this
work we present a model termed the distributed multiples
input multiple output system for the diffusion-based MC in

Fig. 15. Distributed MIMO configuration for MC-based TDD system for MT
= 2 and MR = 6.

Let us first neglect the presence of all the Nano-Rs but one.
The combined concentration of drug from all the Nano-Ts,
activated by a single Nano-R can be expressed by

y A,T (t ,  , rR ) 


 2 q0 T , n (t ,  , rR )t
(t ,  , rR )   M
1 T , n

MT





q0 T , n (t ,  , rR )e

[1 { T ,n (t , , rR , t )  M }] t

(33)

1 ( T , n (t ,  , rR )   M ) 2

where   1,2,..,M R 1 is the contributions from all the MT
Nano-Ts dispersed on the targeted tissue's surface.
Now, if we take all the Nano-Rs into account, then the
derivation of (33) should take into account the fact that at each
Nano-R, molecules (inactive drugs) are catalyzed into a new
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molecule (active drugs), thereby creating a loss in the overall
concentration of the inactive drug molecules. This loss can be
stochastically modeled based on capture-and-extract
mechanism where the molecules that are deemed received are
removed from the system. Another approach will be to include
a reaction term in (17) and derive (33) with respect to a
reaction diffusion equation. Implicitly, (17) will become

dt g I (r0 , t )  Dd r0 r0 g I (r, t )  Rk g I (r, t )

(34)

which is a reaction-diffusion equation, where Rk is the rate of
reaction; a function of the surface enzyme concentration.
If however, the total concentration of the inactive molecules
propagating in the medium is far greater than that of the
surface enzymes, then it implies that the second term on the
right-hand-side of (34) is negligible. And assuming that
molecules that are emitted from the Nano-Ts do not re-enter
any of the Nano-Ts, then the concentration of the drugs
activated by the jth Nano-R can be approximated by

yT , n, j (t ,  , rR ) 


 2 q0 T , n (t ,  , rR )t
(t ,  , rR )   M
1 T , n

MT





q0 T , n (t ,  , rR )e

(35)

[1 { T ,n (t , , rR )  M }] t

1 ( T , n (t ,  , rR )   M ) 2

 n y (t )

where   1,2,..,MT 1 and ny(t)~N (μ, σ2) with mean μ and
variance σ2 is the noise term that accounts for the randomness
with which molecules diffuse to even out the captured-andextracted drug (activated drug) molecules. Hence, the total
concentration of the activated drug molecules at a given
targeted site n is given by

yT , n (t , r , rR ) 

MR

y

T , n, j (t ,  , rR )

(36)

j 1

VII. NANOPARTICLES’ INJECTION SEQUENCE AND TIMING
OPTIMIZATION
In this work, we have considered a bolus injection approach
for all the nanoparticles. Let tA, tB and tC , {tA, tB, tC }∈ tD
represent the times at which the Nano-T, Nano-R and trigger
molecules, respectively, are injected into the body system. If
tC < {tA, tB}, then the Nano-Ts release and Nano-Rs activation
mechanisms will be triggered in the blood system, thereby
intoxicating the entire system, which is not the desired goal of
TDD. Hence, it is important that tC > {tA, tB} is ensured to
achieve good results. And it is also necessary that a significant
time period between {tA, tB} and tC, tC > {tA, tB} is observed so
as to ensure that many of the nanocarriers have lodged in the
targeted sites with insignificant number in the blood system.
The sequence of injecting the nanocarriers is also crucial. It
is essential that nanocarriers are injected in a sequence that
guarantees that the approximate desired numbers of the
difference carriers locate and anchor at the targeted sites. If we
inject one type of nanocarrier before the other, there is a

significant probability that one or more of the targeted sites
may have many of its anchor location fully occupied leaving
no space for the subsequently injected nanocarriers to anchor.
If however, both are introduced at the same time and in wellmixed concentration, there is an equal chance for each type of
nanocarrier to find its way into the targeted sited. In this work,
we suggest that to achieve efficient drug delivery the optimal
injection approach is to ensure that the following conditions
hold; tC > {tA, tB}, the difference between tC and {tA, tB}is
large, tA = tB is observed, and the mixture of Nano-Ts and
Nano-Rs is homogeneous.
Hence, we can quantify the injection sequence and timing
performance by the number of nanocarriers NREM present in
the blood system (compartment 1) at the time tTin of injecting
the trigger molecules into the system.
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main objective of any TDD system is to deliver the
right concentration (dose) of a therapeutic drug to targeted
sites in the body in such a manner that other non-targeted sites
are minimally affected. Based on the discussions in this work,
the effectiveness of the proposed multiple site TDD system to
achieving the above objective primarily depends on 1) the
capacity and release/emission efficiency of the Nano-Ts, 2)
the reception capability of the Nano-Rs, 3) the efficiency with
which the trigger molecules excite the Nano-Rs, 4) the
number of the nanocarriers, 5) the ability of the nanocarriers
to establish a stable bond at the targeted site and, 6) the
number of Nano-Rs that are left out from the targets site, but
still circulating in the blood system.
In this section, we carry out the evaluation of the proposed
MC-based TDD model in terms of its effectiveness.
Specifically, we consider the effects of the parameters
associated with the Nano-T and Nano-R design, the diffusion
characteristic of the targeted sites, and the timing of the
injection of the nanoparticles. Firstly, we create a scenario for
the simulation. Secondly, calculation example in terms of the
drug encapsulation capacity of the Nano-T is presented.
Thirdly, the parametric design of the Nano-R is discussed.
Fourthly, the method for simulating the pharmacokinetic
model is presented. Finally, simulation results are presented
with respect to the effect of the nanocarriers' parameters and
diffusion coefficient on the concentration of the potent drug
delivered.
A. Simulation Scenario and Targeted Sites
The scenario of interest here is the one depicted in Fig. 1 and
is illustrated further in Fig.16. In Fig.16, the human body or
environment is modeled as containing two targeted tissue
sites, Site 1 and Site 2. A number of Nano-Ts and Nano-Rs
are injected into the blood system. These nanocarriers diffuse
passively through the blood system until they arrive at the
targeted sites. At the targeted sites, they bind to the
intrinsically expressed receptors on the surfaces of the tissues
using their corresponding complementary target ligands
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Fig. 16. Illustrative scenario for the MC-based multiple site TDD. This
diagram is best viewed in color.

In this simulation, the dimensions of Site 1 and 2 are taken
to be 200 × 200 μm2 each, and are composed of cells of size
20 μm. For simplicity, we assume that the inter cluster spacing
is 10 μm, which gives us a maximum of two clusters per cell
surface. Hence, assuming that one nanocarrier can anchor only
on one cluster, the total numbers of anchorable points Aanch on
each site surfaces is 200. The diffusion coefficient D of each
of the targeted site medium is taken to be 0.85 mPa s-1 [11].
B. Nano-T Parametric Design
The capacity of the Nano-T is defined here as the amount of
drug molecules it can hold. This depends on its size and the
size/number of the drug encapsulating liposomes enclosed in
the Nano-T’s interior. In choosing the size of the Nano-T (as
well as the Nano-R), we consider two factors; the size of the
associated fenestrae that will facilitate the passage of the
carriers into the targeted sites, and the nanocarrier size that
will minimize the probability of the nanocarrier being
phagocytized. Large-sized nanoparticles are known to be
easily removed from the system by microphages [90, 91]. This
puts a limit to how large we can go with size. More also, the
bigger the size, the less possible it is to pass through narrow
blood vessels and eventually the fenestrae into the ECM to
reach the targeted sites.
The smallest vessel, the capillary, has the diameter of 5-10
μm [92] and the fenestrae on the endothelia for a tumor cells is
about 240-400 nm [93, 94]. Hence, we can choose the radius
rT of the spherical Nano-T to be between 0.1 and 0.2 μm. Its
volumetric capacity can be calculated by VT = (4/3)πrT3. To
make allowance for the volume occupancy of fluids and the
protease, the inner radius of the enclosed liposome is given as
rL = rT/2. In this simulation we consider only one enclosed

liposome, that is, K = 1. Hence, the encapsulated drug per
liposome is Vencap = (1/6)πrT3. The encapsulated prodrug
concentration for rT = 0.18 μm nm is 3.054 × 10-3 μm-3. Let us
assume that Site 1 and Site 2 require 1μL and 0.6 μL of drugs
for effective therapy, respectively. Hence, we can speculate
that about 3.28 × 1011 and 1.97 × 1011 Nano-Ts are required in
Site 1 and 2, respectively. This implies that a conventional
10ml syringe has the capacity of injecting about 3.28 × 1012
Nano-Ts in a single shot. The transmitter capacity versus rT is
plotted in Fig. 17 for different rT to rL ratios. It can be seen
that the higher the ratio, the more the capacity. This increase is
at the expense of a faster release rate since this implies smaller
concentration of the pa to facilitate faster release (see Fig.8
and 9).
Volume capacity  10-3 (  m3 )

tethered on their membranes. Subsequently, the appropriate
trigger molecules are injected into the blood network. The
trigger molecules also diffuse passively until they encounter
and bind to the receptors on the surface of the Nano-Ts. At
that point, the communication process, as well as the drug
delivery operation, commences.
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Fig. 17. Volume capacity as a function of the Nano-T radius and the ratio of
rT to rL.

On the other hand, the emission capability of the Nano-T
depends on rate of release and the number of nanopores.
Hence, the concentration of pa should be kept high enough to
ensure fast release. In the simulation, for reasons pointed out
in Section V, we keep the ratio of the nanopores footprint to
the Nano-T’s surface area at value that tends to unity. In this
sense, nN =100000 is chosen for all the simulations in this
section.
B. Nano-R Parametric Design
The vital Nano-R parameters are size and the concentration
of the surface enzymes. A large surface area allows for more
enzymes and tethered ligands to be incorporated. The more
the tethered ligands is, the higher the probability of the NanoR to form a bond on the surface of the targeted tissue as was
discussed in Section IV. And the more the surface area of the
Nano-R the more enzymes are incorporated thereby increasing
the number of prodrug molecules activated per unit time.
However, like in the case of the Nano-T, there is a limit to
how large the Nano-R can be so as to allow it to pass through
the fenestrae into the ECM, and not to be phagocytized. We
limit the radius of the Nano-Rs to less than or equal to 0.180
μm, which is half the maximum dimension of a fenestrae on
the endothelia for tumor cells. Subsequently, we will examine
the effect of the receiver size on the performance of the
proposed TDD system. Specifically, we relate the rR to the
effective enzyme concentration eeff,R defined by the expression
[11]
eeff,R = bnEρ
(37)

14

7

eeff,R (m M)

6

b = 0.6

5

b=1

4

b = 0.8

3
2
1
0
0.1

the NREM for varying values of the rate constants k12 and k13,
which represent the rates at which the nanocarriers enter the
targeted sites. As mentioned earlier, these constants are
dependent on the size of the fenestrae. Hence, if we modify
the sizes of the nanocarriers to obtain high rate constants
without compromising capacity and reception efficiency, we
will be able to reduce NREM significantly, and minimize the
possibility of drug release in the blood compartment.
12

Number of nanocarriers

where ρ= rR2 / rE2 , rE is the enzyme base radius, nE is the molar
mass of the enzyme and b is termed active enzyme factor. The
plot of the effective enzyme concentration is shown in Fig. 18.
It can be seen that as the rR gets bigger, the enzyme
concentration increases expectedly, and the variation between
one active enzyme factor and another increases as well.
Hence, one can adjust the concentration of the activated drug
by varying either the radius of the Nano-R or the active
enzyme factor.
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Fig. 18. Variation of effective enzyme concentration with rR and b.

In our simulations, the following the following Nano-R
parameter values are used, rE = 0.005 μm and nE = 4 μM.
Instead of the value of b = 1 used in [11], we choose b = 0.6 to
account for the spaces on the Nano-R’s surface where the
target ligands are tethered.

Fig. 19. Nanocarrier amount for compartments 1, 2 and 3 as a function of
time.
TABLE I
VARIATION OF NREM WITH k12 AND k 13
Rate constants
k12 = 0.0475; k13 = 0.0367
tTin = 10 min tTin = 30 min tTin = 60 min
NREM
168
59
42
Rate constants

C. Nanocarriers' Pharmacokinetics Simulation
For a bolus injection of a dose Dz of the well-mixed
concentration of the Nano-T and Nano-R, we consider a threecompartment model comprising of the blood system and two
targeted sites. The resulting first-order ordinary differential
equations are solved numerically. From [96], which presented
the application of pharmacokinetic to the development of
liposomal formulations for oncology, the values of k10, k12 and
k21 used in this paper are obtained. The values of k10, k12 and
k21 used are 0.0082 min-1, 0.047 min-1, 0.00125 min-1,
respectively, for compartment 2. For compartment 3, the
values k13 = 0.0367 min-1and k31 = 0.0124 min-1 used in [97] to
determine the pharmacokinetics of Remifentanil are employed
in this work.
In Fig.19, the result of the numerical evaluation of the
pharmacokinetic model in (9) is compared to Monte Carlo
results. In Fig.19, Dz = 10 is used, and  is varied between
0.1 and 1. It can be seen that there is a good agreement
between the (9) and the Monte Carlo simulation.
Now, let us consider the scenarios where tTin values are 10,
30 and 60 mins for Dz = 400. It is important that the release
takes place only at the targeted sites, hence, we have earlier
set the condition tTin = tC > {tA, tB} to ensure that minimal
release takes place in the blood compartment. The success of
this minimization approach is quantified by the number of the
nanocarriers NREM that are still circulating in the compartment
1 at the time of injecting the trigger molecule. Table I shows

NREM
Rate constants
NREM

k12 = 0.1475; k13 = 0.1367
tTin = 10 min tTin = 30 min tTin = 60 min
35
16
15
k12 = 0.475; k13 = 0.367
tTin = 10 min tTin = 30 min tTin = 60 min
6
5
5

TABLE II
VARIATION OF NREM WITH k10
Rate constants
k10 = 0.0082
tTin = 10 min tTin = 30 min
NREM
168
59
Rate constants
NREM

tTin = 10 min
86

k10 = 0.082
tTin = 30 min
15

tTin = 60 min
10

tTin = 10 min
0

k10 = 0.82
tTin = 30 min
0

tTin = 60 min
0

Rate constants
NREM

tTin = 60 min
42

In Table II, we show the NREM for different values of the
elimination rate constants k10, which represent the rates at
which the nanocarriers are removed from the blood
compartment by the process of phagocytosis. It can be seen in
Table II that higher values of k10 reduces NREM significantly,
and minimize the possibility of drug release in the blood
compartment. And as discussed earlier, the larger the
nanocarriers, the more likely they will undergo phagocytosis,
hence, higher k10. But going for higher k10 implies increasing
size which will undesirably reduce k12 and k13. Hence, an

15

aIR
 an
(39)
Dz
where aT,tar,n and aR,tar,n, n = 1, 2 are the numbers of the NanoTs and Nano-Rs delivered to each site n.
For the given dimension of the targeted site with maximum
anchorable points Aanch, we randomly locate the nanocarriers
on the cluster positions noting that Aanch is greater or equal to
the total number of nanocarriers.
We can adapt Table I to the discussion here to give the
concentration of the drug that is available for release in the
blood compartment. Let us consider the ratio of Nano-T to
Nano-R at the time of the injection to be 1:10 and 3:8, where
the volume capacity of the Nano-T is 3.054 × 10-3 μm-3. By
using (38) and (39), the concentrations of the drug that is
releasable in the blood compartment for different tTin and rate
constants are shown in Table III. This give a clearer picture of
the level of toxicity that is associated with the various rate
constants. In Table III, it can be seen that higher rate constant
gives lower toxicity, a statement that is in agreement with
Table I.
aR,tar, n 

TABLE III
DRUG CONCENTRATION RELEASABLE IN THE BLOOD COMPARTMENT FOR
DIFFERENT VALUES OF tTin, k12 AND k 13
Rate constants
k12 = 0.0475; k13 = 0.0367
tTin = 10 min tTin = 30 min tTin = 60 min
Conc. (10-3 μm-3) @ 1:10
46.64
16.38
11.66
Conc. (10-3 μm-3) @ 3:8
139.93
49.14
34.98
Rate constants
Conc. (10-3 μm-3) @ 1:10
Conc. (10-3 μm-3) @ 3:8
Rate constants
Conc. (10-3 μm-3) @ 1:10
Conc. (10-3 μm-3) @ 3:8

k12 = 0.1475; k13 = 0.1367
tTin = 10 min tTin = 30 min tTin = 60 min
9.72
4.44
4.16
29.15
13.33
12.49
k12 = 0.475; k13 = 0.367
tTin = 10 min tTin = 30 min tTin = 60 min
1.67
1.39
1.39
5.00
4.17
4.17

E. Simulations for the Activated Drugs at Targeted Sites
With the nanocarriers in positions at the targeted sites and
the trigger molecules injected, the reaction sequence (1)-(4)

yT,n(t,r,rR )

D. Distributions of Anchored Nanocarriers on the Sites
Let a2 and a3 be the number of the nanocarriers that
accumulated at the targeted sites 1 and 2. Note that a2 and a3
include the number of the Nano-Ts and Nano-Rs. Since they
are well-mixed in the originally injected dose, each has the
probability of diffusing into targeted site that is approximately
proportional to their number in the injected dose. Hence, if aIT
and aIR are the initial numbers of the Nano-T and Nano-R in
the injected dose, then
a
aT ,tar, n  IT  an
(38)
Dz

executes to release the prodrug molecules. We assume that the
average value of the activated protease is pa = 1 μM, hence, γ
= 0.26 min-1. Let us assume that the target dose for this
simulation is 3.054 × 10-2 μm-3 for both sites. Since, the
capacity of the Nano-T with rT = 0.18 μm is about 3.054 × 10-3
μm-3, we will require at least 10 Nano-Ts. We shall consider
the following Nano-T to Nano-R ratios; 1:10, 1:15, and 1:20
for both targeted sites. Hence, for Dz = 400, the
pharmacokinetics output gives a2 = 173 and a3 = 135. By
using (38) and (39), the ratio 1:10 yield aT,tar,1 = 15, aT,tar,2 =
12, aR,tar,1 = 173 - aT,tar,1, aT,tar,2 = 135 - aT,tar,2; the ratio 1:15
yield aT,tar,1 = 10, aT,tar,2 = 8, aR,tar,1 =173 - aT,tar,1, aT,tar,2 =135 aT,tar,2; and the ratio 1:20 yield aT,tar,1 = 8, aT,tar,2 = 6, aR,tar,1
=173 - aT,tar,1, aT,tar,2 =135 - aT,tar,2. For the following kinetic
constants 1  50 ,  2  8 ,  M  0.1 , the total normalized
drug concentration activated at Site 1 and Site 2 for the
different Nano-T to Nano-R ratios are shown in Fig. 20 and
21.
1

aT,tar,n = 15

0.8

aT,tar,n = 10

0.6

aT,tar,n = 8

0.4
0.2
0
0
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Time (min)

Fig. 20. Variation in the total normalized drug concentration activated at Site
1 for different number of Nano-Ts and the same number of Nano-Rs.

1

aT,tar,n = 12

0.8

yT,n(t,r,rR )

optimal size that ensures balance among the rate constants
must be sought after.

aT,tar,n = 8

0.6

aT,tar,n = 6
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5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40
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Fig. 21. Variation in the total normalized drug concentration activated at Site
2 for different number of Nano-Ts and the same number of Nano-Rs.

Fig. 20 and 21 show as envisaged that the more the number
the Nano-Ts, the more the drug concentration that is
delivered. However, as can be inferred from Table III, higher
number of Nano-Ts also implies increase in the possible
number of Nano-Ts that can release drugs unwantedly in the
blood compartment.
To investigate the effect of the Nano-R parameters, we vary
the radius rR, in accordance with (37). The plot of the total
normalized activated drug concentration is shown in Fig. 22
for different receiver radii. Fig. 22 indicates that larger
receiver radius results in higher concentration of the activated
drug molecules. However, impediments such as the
dependency of unwanted drug delivery in the blood
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rR = 0.2  m
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20
25
Time (min)
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40

The time dispersive characteristics of the drug molecules
distribution at the targeted sites are illustrated in Fig. 23. It
can be observed that as time progresses, and depending on the
concentration, more drugs tend to diffuse into adjacent cells.
Hence, the delivered concentration should be kept as close as
possible at the minimal dose level to reduce the possibility of
20
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Fig. 22. Variation in the total normalized drug concentration activated at Site
1 for different receiver radius.
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Fig. 24. Distribution of the delivered active drug at Site 1 as a function of the
diffusion coefficient of the medium D = (a) 0.6 (b) 0.8 (c) 1.0 (d) 2.0, at t =
0.001 min. This diagram is best viewed in color.

adjacent cells being affected. The influence of the diffusion
characteristics of the tissue medium on the rate of dispersion
of the delivered drug is shown in Fig. 24. It can be observed
that the higher the diffusion coefficient the more the drug
molecules disperse in time. Hence, for a higher diffusion
coefficient delivered drug molecules will disperse more
quickly and tend to move undesirably into the adjacent cells
than for lower diffusion coefficient.

20

20

IX. CONCLUSION

15

15

In this paper, we have presented an MC-based enzymetriggered liposome-dependent TDD model for therapeutic
actions in multiple targeted sites where release stimuli are not
expressed. The proposed model incorporated self-trigger
techniques that are not dependent on the stimuli present at the
targeted sites. To avoid delivering potent drugs to non-target
sites due to unforeseen catastrophic failure, prodrugs that can
be activated at the target sites have been used instead of potent
drugs. We have also provided analytical expressions for the
various input and output molecular signals of the model. The
effectiveness of the proposed model in terms of the transmitter
volume capacity and radius, the receiver radius, and the
diffusion characteristics of the site medium was also
evaluated.
Although the focus of this work is on drug delivery, the
proposed system can also be used to deliver other forms of
information molecules to the body and other systems of
interest. For instance, with little reconfiguration, it can be used
to deliver antibodies, DNA and nano imaging particles to
targeted sites.
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compartment, and the possibility of phagocytosis on the
Nano-T size, limit how high we can go with nanocarrier size.
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Fig. 23. Distribution of the delivered active drug at Site 1 as a function of time
(a) 0.0001 min (b) 0.001min (c) 0.01min (d) 0.1min (e) 1 min. This diagram
is best viewed in color.
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APPENDIX
The proof of (31) is presented here. Assuming that ψn(t,r,rR)
>> q(t), (28) simplifies to a pseudo first-order equation, where
dc(t , r )
(A1)
 dt
1 n (t , r , rR )q0  [1 n (t , r , rR )   1   2 ]c(t , r )





Integrating both sides of (A1) yields

[11]

[12]

loge [1 n (t , r , rR )q0  [1 n (t , r , rR )   1   2 ]c(t , r )]
 t 
 [1 n (t , r , rR )   1   2 ]

[13]

(A2)
For the initial consition c(t  0, r ) = 0,



[10]

[14]
[15]
[16]

loge [1 n (t , r , rR )q0 ]
 [1 n (t , r , rR )   1   2 ]

(A3)
[17]

Hence

[18]

 n (t , r , rR )q0
c(t , r ) 
[ n (t , r , rR )   M ]

[19]

(A4)

e [1 n (t , r , rR )  1  2 ]t  log(1q0 n (t , r , rR )) )

[ n (t , r , rR )   M ]1

[20]
[21]

where  M  (1  2 ) / 1 is the classical Michaelis-Menten
kinetic constant.

[22]

Plugging (A4) into (29), we obtain

[23]



y A (t , r )   2c(t , r ) dt

(A5)

[24]

Solving (A5) as a pseudo first-order equation yields (31)
[25]

  n (t , r , rR )q0
y A (t , r , rR )  y A (t , r )   2 
t
 [ n (t , r , rR )   M ]


e

[1 n (t , r , rR )  1  2 ]t  log(1q0 n (t , r , rR ))

([ n (t , r , rR )   M ]1 )

2






(A6)

[26]
[27]

[28]
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